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Abstract—Robotic hand-eye coordination is recognized as an important skill to deal with complex real environments. Conventional robotic hand-eye coordination methods merely transfer stimulus signals from robotic visual space to hand actuator space. This paper introduces a reverse method: Build another channel that transfers stimulus signals from robotic hand space to visual space. Based on the reverse channel, a human-like behavior pattern: “Stop-to-Fixate”, is imparted to the robot, thereby giving the robot an enhanced reaching ability. A visual processing system inspired by the human retina structure is used to compress visual information so as to reduce the robot’s learning complexity. In addition, the two constructive neural networks establish the two sensory delivery channels. The experimental results demonstrate that the robotic system gradually obtains a reaching ability. In particular, when the robotic hand touches an unseen object, the reverse channel successfully drives the visual system to notice the unseen object.

Index Terms—Robotic hand-eye coordination, sensory motor mapping, human-like behavioral pattern, constructive neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientists desire to create autonomous robots or agents that can work under complex unstructured and changing environments [1]. Compared with traditional robots, grounded on conventional artificial intelligence, research on “developmental robotics” focuses on building autonomous learning abilities by following human developmental procedures [2]–[4]. Recent studies also indicate that human-like behavioral patterns reduce robotic learning complexities and increase learning speed [5], [6]. Therefore, this work focuses on applying human-like behavioral patterns and developmental learning methods to enhance the robot’s hand-eye coordination ability.

Robots with multiple-joint arms, or manipulators, are widely used within both industry and daily life [7]. Robotic hand-eye coordination, or reaching ability, regarded as a basic cooperation of robotic eyes and hands/arms, is implemented by two radically different methods: (1) the mathematical approach, which employs forward or inverse kinematics [8]; and (2) the learning approach [9], which uses mainly artificial neural networks. The mathematical approach is especially suitable for static or industrial environments (see [10]); however, the learning approach brings more self-adaptive properties to robots. Furthermore, because robotic hand-eye coordination involves the most basic application of robotic internal representation [11]–[13], developing human-like reaching and grasping skills is regarded as an important stage to establish higher robotic cognitive processes [14]–[17].

Current research mainly focuses on how to map visual stimuli to hand space. Usually, motor-motor coordination performs such a mapping mechanism [17]. In addition, much research suggests skills and knowledge be transferred from human beings to robots so as to reduce learning complexity [18]–[22]. Several other approaches have focused on applying artificial neural networks to build the robotic learning system [9], [23]. Meng et al. [24], [25] proposed an improved minimal resource allocation network model to build a robot mapping system to bring more developmental features into robots. Pierris and Kajic et al. used the Self-Organization Map algorithm to establish the robotic internal representation for robotic hand-eye coordination [26], [27]. On the other hand, Huelse et al. implemented a common spatial reference frame to coordinate visual input and arm postures and movements [28].

However, several important human reaching features (such as human automatic response actions) are not in the above research. In particular, if a human’s hand touches an obstacle when performing a reaching movement, the human will cease hand movement and fixate on hand position [29]. This “Stop-to-Fixate” pattern may detect unexpected dangers and allow the human time to consider how to deal with the dangers. If a robot were endowed with this ability, its ability to survive would increase. Moreover, a human retinal structure brings many benefits, including fast saccade movements, simplified image processing, and so on [30]. However, these benefits are seldom involved in current robotic hand-eye coordination studies.

In contrast with the current research, this paper presents an enhanced robotic hand-eye coordination system. This system is able to transfer stimuli from eye to hand and from hand to eye. Thus, the human-like behavioral pattern, “Stop-to-Fixate”, is established in the robot by using bi-directional stimulus delivery channels. In addition, a retina-like visual
mechanism and an incremental computational learning system are used to support the robotic hand-eye coordination ability. The enhanced robotic hand-eye coordination system extends the original idea [31] that works exclusively with the “Stop-to-Fixate” pattern and bi-directional delivery channels, thus allowing an enhanced robotic hand-eye coordination ability.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the background and related work of robotic hand-eye coordination and constructive neural networks. Section III explains the system architecture and the implementation methods used in this architecture. Section IV describes the experimental results and discusses the results. Section V concludes the work and points out important future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. Robotic and Human Hand-eye Coordination
How to establish the stimulus transformation from robotic visual space to robotic actuator space is the most principle part of robotic hand-eye coordination [17]. Usually, a robot firstly tries to detect any salient objects in images, which are captured by the robot’s visual sensor. Then, the robot’s hand-eye coordination system maps the visual stimulus information to the hand space. A corresponding place in the hand space is activated by the stimulus. After that, the deviation between the corresponding place and the current hand position is applied to drive the robotic arm/hand to move. Therefore, the robotic hand-eye coordination is converted to find the relationships that link the visual space to hand motor space.

Human reaching movements also involve the “eye-to-hand” pattern to guide hand actions. A human usually fixates on a target before his/her arm moves towards the target. However, humans own another behavioral pattern that leads humans to focus on their hands. Therefore, if the human’s hand is disturbed by an obstacle when he/she performs a reaching movement, the human will stop the movement and turn his/her attention to what the hand is touching. At this moment, the human’s eyes will fixate on his/her hand’s current position. Then, the human will explore the obstacle. If the obstacle cannot draw the human’s interest or attention, the human will continue the reaching movement.

Sann and Streri’s findings support that humans own a type of intermodal object perception presented at birth [32]; this intermodal perception performs a bidirectional transfer between human’s sight and touch. Therefore, a human’s hand-eye coordination system contains a bi-directional reference frame that handles both “eye-to-hand” and “hand-to-eye” coordination. Human hand-eye coordination is established within the first two years after birth [11]. In addition, human infants apply spontaneous movements (also called “motor babbling” [33]) to gradually generate precise reaching functions. In particular, the bi-directional mappings are built simultaneously, rather than separately.

B. Human Saccade Movements
Unlike cameras, the human retina is not uniform; however, it consists of different sensor characteristics across its layout. The periphery of the retina is a region containing low accuracy, which are very sensitive to object changes or movements. The central region covers about 10 degrees of the visual field and the fovea, and this region provides the greatest acuity and color sensitivity [34]. Following the human retinal structure, a retina-like visual system is applied in this paper; in particular, the field density to be higher in the central area than the periphery. Each field in the periphery covers more image pixels; therefore, image information in the peripheral area is compressed.

In addition, Butko et al. suggested that the preference of human newborns to saccade towards faces is not innate, but can be learned very rapidly [35]. On the other hand, at age three months, an organized and robust set of hand-eye coordination behaviors begins to emerge [4]. The production of skilled reaching movements is a long-term achievement that takes two or three years to own. Therefore, this paper has made an assumption: Performing saccadic eye movements is an innate ability of our robot. With this assumption, our robot will focus on using the retina-like visual system and robot’s hand spontaneous movements to produce human-like behavior patterns.

C. Constructive Neural Networks for Incremental Learning
The geometry of both a human’s and a robot’s body has complex kinematics and visual sensors that generate visual distortions, which cause the hand-eye mapping to be highly non-linear [36]. Because artificial neural networks contain excellent non-linear approximation ability, the robotic hand-eye mappings used various types of artificial neural networks [37]. For example, a double neural network structure mimicking the working loops between the basal ganglia and cerebra was adopted to create a robot system, which can handle reaching movements by using long and short movements [9].

Scientists from developmental robotics suggest using constructive neural networks to implement robotic information process systems [38]. During the training phase of such networks, the network structure is increasing. In particular, this increments allow for qualitative as well as quantitative growth. Such a growth phenomenon is very similar to the growth of human infant brain neurons when infants learn to represent their knowledge [38]. Therefore, constructive neural networks are more suitable for developmental robotics than other static topology networks, such as Back-Propagation or Radius-Based-Function networks. Furthermore, several types of constructive neural networks, e.g. [25], [39], have been used already to build robotic hand-eye coordination systems. However, the Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) network exhibits better non-linear approximation ability [39].

Recent research indicates that the LWPR network [40] is the most popular and powerful learning method for robots to learn to control their mechanisms [39]. The LWPR performs both input projection and incremental regression of local linear models simultaneously [39], [41]. Especially, the LWPR network is suitable for robotic incremental learning with redundant or sparse data in high dimensional spaces [42]. In addition, the LWPR networks are widely used to implement robotic internal representations, e.g. [3], [43], [44].
Fig. 1. The robot platform. Picture A illustrates the entire hand-eye coordination platform. Picture B shows the motorized camera system. Picture C shows the top view of the platform.

Fig. 2. The top-down view of the robot’s arm. Picture A shows the positions of the three joints and the gripper. Picture B illustrates the touch sensor mounted in the gripper.

III. THE METHODS

A. The Human-like Robotic Hand-eye Coordination System

Figs. 1 and 2 show the experimental platform, which consists of a manipulator arm and a motorized camera system. The manipulator is installed on a vertical board (See Fig. 1-A); the camera is installed on top of the vertical board (Shown in Fig 1-B). The manipulator has five servo motors; however, only three motors (labeled Joints 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 2-A) are used in the experiments. Joint 1 rotates the whole arm. Joints 2 and 3 control the arm so that it moves in a plane. A gripper, holding an orange ping pong ball (See Fig. 1-C), is mounted on top of the arm. However, when the robot performs human-like reaching movements, the ping pong ball is replaced by a touch sensor (See Fig. 2-B). The sensor detects an object when the sensor moves close to the object.

The “Bumblebee 2” camera used in the platform provides three-dimensional space information; the camera also produces two-dimensional images. The Bumblebee 2 camera supplies $640 \times 480$ images at 48 frame-per-second (FPS) or $1024 \times 768$ images at 20 FPS. In this paper, the setup of $1024 \times 768$ images at 20 FPS is used.

Fig. 3 shows the human-like reaching architecture of the robotic system. The architecture contains two channels built by two LWPR networks: One channel transfers eye-to-hand stimuli; the other transfers reversely. The entire architecture consists of six sub-systems as follows: (1) image capture system; (2) retina-like visual system; (3) head motor system; (4) forward network; (5) reverse network; and (6) robotic arm.

The image capture and the retina-like visual systems imitate a human’s visual system to process captured image information. The head motor system transforms visual location information to the head motor’s joint values, which drives the robotic eye to gaze at desired positions. The forward network maps the visual information to the robotic arm’s joint values. Inversely, the reverse network transforms the robotic arm joints values to the visual proprioceptive information. The robotic arm works as an actuator to simulate a human’s arm.

For the eye-to-hand channel, (solid lines and arrows in Fig. 3), the robotic eye captures the target’s position $S_t(x, y, z)$, where $x$, $y$, and $z$ represent the three-dimensional position in retina coordination, and perceives joint values $S_h(p, t)$ of the head motor, where $S$ indicates preceptive values, $p$ represents the joint value of the eye in the pan direction, and $t$ represents
the eye’s joint value in the tilt direction. Then, $S_i(x, y, z)$ and $S_h(p, t)$ are delivered into the forward network to predict the arm joint values $M_a(j_1, j_2, j_3)$ ( $j_1$, $j_2$, and $j_3$ represent the labeled Joints 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 2-A, respectively) that drives the robotic arm to the corresponding target position.

For the hand-to-eye channel, (dashed lines and arrows in Fig. 3), the arm’s joint values $S_a(j_1, j_2, j_3)$ of the touched position and the current head’s joint values $S_h(p, t)$ are input into the reverse network. The output of the reverse network is the object position $S_i(x, y, z)$ in the retina-like visual system. The hand-to-eye channel is activated only when the robotic arm touches an object. The details of each sub-system are specified in the following paragraphs.

1) Image Capture System: The image capture system captures images from the robot’s workspace. A stereo vision camera, “Bumblebee 2”, is used to build the image capture system. The camera produces a three-dimensional position for each pixel inside the captured images. In addition, the camera provides a balance between three-dimensional data quality, processing speed, and image size.

2) Retina-like Visual System: Fig. 4 shows the structure of the retina-like visual system. The visual system, inspired by our previous work [34], produces an initial processing on the images received from the image capture system. This retina-like visual system is widely used in many developmental robotic models [17], [45], [46].

To simplify the robot’s implementation, the retina-like structure used in this paper contains the following three parts: (1) the central area, (2) the inner area, and (3) the outside area. The central area is located in the structure’s center; the central area is not covered by retina cells (circles in Fig. 4). Moreover, the central area does not contain motor information. In contrast, both the inner and outside areas contain motor information to produce saccade movements. However, only the central area detects the three-dimensional positions, $S_i(x, y, z)$ of the target objects. The inner area consists of twelve retina cells (circles with smaller size in Fig. 4); each cell contains the head’s motor value. The outside area also contains twelve retina cells (circles with larger size). Because the inner cell’s size is smaller than that of the outside area cell, the saccadic movements generated by the inner area are more precise. Similarly, the cell size of the outside area is larger, the saccadic movements generated by the outside area are less precise.

The creation of the retina-like structure is based on the following equation:

$$d_i = d_o(\mu^i - 1)$$

where, $d_i$ is the distance from the retina structure center to each retina cell’s center; $i$ denotes the indices of the inner and outside areas; $i \in [2, 3]$; $i = 2$ is the inner area, and $i = 3$ is the outside area. The parameters $d_o$ and $\mu$ are used to set the size and position of each cell. In this paper, $d_o$ and $\mu$ are empirically set at 586.52 and 1.1055, respectively.

For each retina cell’s center angle $\beta$: each area contains twelve cells; thus, the angle difference between two adjacent cells is 30°. Thus, $\beta$ is defined by:

$$\beta_j = \frac{2\pi}{12}j = \frac{\pi}{6}j$$

where, $j$ is the index of each cell. In each area, twelve cells are used in this paper; therefore, $j = [1 : 12]$. Each cell’s radius is based on $d_i$, thus, the radius of each retina $r_i$ is defined as:

$$r_i = d_i \pi c$$

where, $c$ is the overlapping parameter, which defines the size of the overlapping area between two adjacent cells. $c$ is empirically set at 0.13.

$(x_{ij}^n, y_{ij}^n)$ represents the coordinates of the cell circle point. The following equations are applied to define each cell’s boundary of the retina-like structure:

$$\begin{align*}
x_{ij}^n &= r_i \cos \alpha_n + d_i \cos \beta_j \\
y_{ij}^n &= r_i \sin \alpha_n + d_i \sin \beta_j
\end{align*}$$

where, $n$ is the cell circle point index, $\alpha$ is the stepped size for drawing the structure, $\alpha \in [0, 2\pi]$ and $\Delta\alpha = \frac{\pi}{50}$.

3) Head Motor System: A motorized pan/tilt system builds the head motor system. The head motor system (1) perceives the pan/tilt motor positions, $S_h(p, t)$, and (2) drives the pan and tilt motors to move by following received motor values, $M_h(p, t)$. The pan/tilt system’s motor encoders obtain $p$ and $t$. Then, these motor values are retained in the retina-like visual system. In this work, the arm and head motors use pulse-width as position feedback and control value units. Therefore, the above two values are numerically equal. However, in order to distinguish perceptive (or sense) and motorial values, both $M_h(p, t)$ and $S_h(p, t)$ are used in this paper. $M_h(p, t)$ indicates only motor values, and $S_h(p, t)$ indicates only perceptive values.

4) Forward Network: The forward network maps the visual stimulus information to the robotic arm joint values. The network receives a target’s three-dimensional coordinates, $S_i(x, y, z)$, and the head’s joint values, $S_h(p, t)$. If the forward network has been fully trained, the network generates the robotic arm’s desired joint values, $M_a(j_1, j_2, j_3)$. Then, the
robotic arm system uses the joint values to move the arm to the target position. A LWPR network is used to build the forward network.

5) Reverse Network: The reverse network applies the robotic head’s positions and the robotic arm’s positions to generate the robotic hand’s projection in the visual space. The perceptive head joint values, \( S_h(p_t) \) and the arm joint values, \( S_a(j_1, j_2, j_3) \) are set as the network’s input. The perceptive target’s location within the visual coordinates, \( \hat{S}_t(x, y, z) \) is set as the network’s output. In this case, when the robotic arm touches an object, if the reverse network has been fully trained, the robot perceives the object’s position in visual space. Another LWPR network is used to build the reverse network.

6) Network Implementation: In this work, two LWPR networks are used to build the forward and reverse networks. The LWPR algorithm uses locally linear models, spanned by a small number of univariate regressions in selected directions in input space. A locally weighted variant of Partial Least Squares is employed for dimensionality reduction.

For each LWPR network, a weighting kernel is used to determine the locality of the input data. The kernel is defined in the following steps: For each data point, \( x_i \), the distance between each local unit’s center, \( c_k \) and the data point is used to calculate the data point’s weight value, \( w_{k,i} \). If a Gaussian kernel is applied to the LWPR network, \( w_{k,i} \) is denoted by:

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_{k,i} &= \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}(x_i - c_k)^T D_k (x_i - c_k)\right) \\
    &\quad \text{where, the positive distance metric, } D_k, \text{ determines the region's size and shape, which are updated during learning to match the training data.}
\end{align*}
\]

The LWPR approximation is the sum of local linear models weighted by their respective Gaussian weights. The LWPR network integrates \( M \) local linear models to make predictions. When an input vector, \( x_i \), is given, each linear model calculates a prediction, \( y_k \). The total output of the network is the weighted mean of all linear models as follows:

\[
\hat{y} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{M} w_k y_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{M} w_k}
\]

The training phase of the LWPR network training involves adjustments of projection direction, local regression parameters, and each local model’s distance metrics \( D_k \). In particular, each local model is optimized individually based on the distance metrics. An incremental gradient descent algorithm is used to update the values of \( D_k \).

On the other hand, the LWPR network contains an incremental learning mechanism that allocates new locally linear models automatically as required. An outline of the algorithm is shown in Pseudo-code 1. In this pseudo-code, \( w_{\text{gen}} \) is a threshold, which is used to determine when to add a new local model to the network; and \( D_{\text{def}} \) is the initial distance metric in Eq. 5; and \( r \) denotes the initial number of projections in a local model. The root mean-squared error (RMSE) of a LWPR network is simply used to determine whether \( r \) should be increased during the training phase. If the error at the next projection is not larger than a certain percentage of the previous error:

\[
\frac{\text{error}_{i+1}}{\text{error}_i} > \phi,
\]

where \( \phi \) is the ratio of the next error and previous error, and \( \phi \in [0, 1] \); the LWPR network will stop adding new projections to the local model.

Algorithm 1 The LWPR Training Procedure.

1: while training sample \((x, y)\) is novel do
2:     for \( k = 1 \) to RF do
3:         calculate the activation from Eq. 5
4:         update the means of input and output
5:         update the local model
6:     update Distance Metrics
7: end for
8: if no linear model was activated by more than \( w_{\text{gen}} \) then
9:     create a new RF with \( r = 2, c = x, D = D_{\text{def}} \)
10: end if
11: end while

The LWPR network increases its local models and projections automatically during its training phase. If no existing local model elicits response (activation) greater than \( w_{\text{gen}} \), a new local model is generated. Otherwise, no local model is generated. In this paper, \( w_{\text{gen}} \) is empirically set at 0.5. In order to achieve the best performance of the LWPR network, various values of \( w_{\text{gen}} \) have been tested. Based on the results, 0.5 is the best value for the LWPR networks used in this paper. On one hand, larger values increase the complexity of the network structure, so as to increase the training time. On the other hand, smaller values cause the network’s poor performances. The initial number \( r \) of projections of each new model is the network’s default value, 2.

7) The Robot’s Arm: The robot’s arm contains five joints; however, only three of them are used in this work. The three joints are sufficient to perform reaching movements in three-dimensional workspace. The arm receives motor values, \( M_a(j_1, j_2, j_3) \) from the forward network and drives the arm to the corresponding point. In addition, the arm’s inside encoders return the joints’ current place, \( S_a(j_1, j_2, j_3) \), to the reverse network.

B. The Robot’s Learning System

The previous section introduced the basic human-like reaching system’s architecture; however, the robot must learn its reaching ability from scratch. Therefore, the robot will generate a large number of spontaneous movements to gather sufficient training data for learning. The training data generation flowchart of the forward and reverse networks is illustrated in Fig. 5. The whole process contains five steps as numbered in the flowchart. The overall procedure is as follows: The retina-like visual system attempts to find any salient stimulus within the robotic workspace; if the stimulus is not caused by the robotic arm, the head system will fixate the salience; the current robotic head position and hand position are perceived...
Step 1: Find any salient objects within captured images, and then, obtain the robotic arm’s position. At this moment, only the robotic arm appears within the robot’s view. Therefore, only the robot’s arm causes salience. An orange ball is embedded in the robot’s fingers; thus, the eye detects only the end of the robot’s arm (fingertip). In the training phase, the robot must generate a number of spontaneous, random movements to generate enough training data. The fingertip’s visual position, $\hat{S}_i(x, y, z)$ and hand current joint values, $S_a(j_1, j_2, j_3)$, are obtained from the robot.

Step 2: Determine whether the salience is connected to the robot’s arm. If the robot determines the salience is caused by its hand, rather than an object, the robot ignores the salience. Otherwise, if the robot does not recognize the salience as the arm, the robot continues the training process to move to the next step. Because only the robot’s hand appears within the robot’s view during the training phase, if the reverse network is not fully-trained, the robot will always regard its hand as salient. The algorithm sends the hand’s current position, $S_a(j_1, j_2, j_3)$, and the head’s position, $S_h(p, t)$, to the reverse network. The output of the reverse network is the hand’s proprioceptive position within the visual structure, $\hat{S}_i(x, y, z)$. Then, the distance between $S_i(x, y, z)$ and $\hat{S}_i(x, y, z)$ is used to determine whether the robot causes the salience.

$$\xi = ||S_i(x, y, z) - \hat{S}_i(x, y, z)||$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

If $\xi$ is less than a threshold, the hand causes salience, the robot ignores the salience, and the procedure returns to Step 1; on the other hand, if $\xi$ is greater than a threshold, the salience is caused by the arm’s new position that the robot cannot identify, and the procedure proceeds to Step 3. The threshold is empirically set at 20 in this paper.

Step 3: Use a saccadic function to focus the salience. When the head locates the salience, the eye will gaze on it. The saccadic ability is built before the robot starts to learn the hand-eye coordination. Therefore, in this work, the saccadic function is regarded as a robot’s predefined (innate) ability. The use of saccades was established in our previous work (See [34] for further details).

Step 4: Obtain the salience’s three-dimensional position. After the saccadic movement, the salience appears in the central area of the retinal-like structure. The eyeball motor system detects the relative position of the salience based on the camera’s current position. The central area provides the three-dimensional position that the inner and outside areas cannot provide. This structure (See Fig. 4), inspired by that of the human eye, reduces the visual system’s complexity.

Step 5: Generate the training pattern. When all of the head’s joint values, the salience’s three-dimensional coordinates, and the arm’s joint values are obtained. These information is retained in a temporal memory. Next, the robotic arm spontaneously moves to a new position and Steps 1 to 5 are repeated until the movement limit of the robot’s arm is reached. The collected training data sets in the temporal memory are used to train the two LWPR networks. Our current work applies an off-line training method to learn the collected data (See the experimental section for details).

C. Robot’s Software and Hardware Control Structure

Fig. 6 shows the robot’s hardware control structure, which contains two controllers: a control computer and a servo controller. The control computer holds the functions including the depth image capture, the retinal-like structure, the two constructive networks, and the network training data set. In addition, the control computer contains a USB socket to connect to the servo controller.

The joint motor control is contained in the servo controller, rather than in the control computer. From the control computer, the servo controller receives commands that are translated into a format that the arm and head’s motors can process. In particular, the servo controller detects the joint values of the arm and the head and sends these values back to the control computer. The USB socket handles the communication between the control computer and the servo controller.

The head and arm’s joint parameters are list in Table I. The servo motors use pulse-width (pw) as position unit; one unit approximately equal to 0.35°. The Pan motor drives the camera to move horizontally, and the Tilt motor moves vertically. In addition, because $J_2$ and $J_3$ are limited in proper working ranges, the arm cannot generate the joint redundant situation.
Fig. 6. The robot’s software and hardware control structure. The robot’s hardware control structure contains a control computer and a servo motor controller.

### IV. EXPERIMENTATIONS

#### A. Experimental Results and Analysis

As shown in Fig. 3, the enhanced robotic hand-eye coordination system consists of two networks, both of which are trained by the LWPR algorithm. Therefore, the experiments firstly generate the training data for the two networks. The experimental procedure is as follows: The robotic arm randomly performs spontaneous movements, and the related information is collected to train the forward and reverse networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Min (pw)</th>
<th>Max (pw)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilt</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

THE LWPR NETWORK PARAMETERS USED IN THIS PAPER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Forward Network</th>
<th>Reverse Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nIn</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nInStore</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nOut</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_data</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diag_only</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meta</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meta_rate</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penalty</td>
<td>1.0E-6</td>
<td>1.0E-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>init_alpha</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>norm_in</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>norm_out</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>init_D</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>init_M</td>
<td>7071</td>
<td>7071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_gen</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_prune</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final_lambda</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tau_lambda</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>init_S2</td>
<td>1.0E-10</td>
<td>1.0E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add_threshold</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kernel</td>
<td>LWPR_GAUSSIAN</td>
<td>LWPR_GAUSSIAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update_D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The C++ implementation of the LWPR algorithm, described in [47], is used in this paper. The LWPR model parameters are given in Table II. The input and output values of the forward and reverse networks are different. For the forward network, input is in the form of a five-value array whose elements contain the position of a target in gaze space, \( S_t(x, y, z) \) and the position of the head \( S_h(p, t) \); output is in the form of a three-value array that corresponds to the arm’s joint position, \( M_a(j_1, j_2, j_3) \).

For the reverse network, input is also in the form of a five-value array whose elements contain the arm’s position, \( S_a(j_1, j_2, j_3) \) and the position of the head, \( S_h(p, t) \); output of the reverse network is in the form of a three-value array data corresponding to the salience’s position, \( \hat{S}_s(x, y, z) \), within the robotic visual system.

In the experiment, the robot performs 350 spontaneous (random) movements in total; thus, 350 training samples are collected. 300 samples are used as the training set; the remaining 50 samples are used for testing.

Fig. 7 illustrates the increasing curve of LWPR’s receptive fields (RFs) in the forward network. The \( x \) and \( y \) axes denote the number of iterations of the training set and the number of the network’s receptive fields, respectively. In Fig. 7, the number of RFs grows rapidly during the first 300 iterations. However, after 300 iterations, the number of RFs increases slowly. The initial rapid increase in the number of RFs implies that (1) the training set of three hundred samples covers almost the entire data range, and (2) almost all of the locally linear models are formed by using those samples. When the number of iterations reaches 44, 800, the LWPR network becomes very saturated. The total account of the RFs is 108. In order to test whether the 300 samples cover the entire workspace, more samples (about 400) are used to train the forward network; however, the number of receptive fields converges to the same position with that of the network using 300 samples.

Fig. 8 shows the output error of the forward network. The output error is the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between the robot’s current hand position and the expected position. The output error of each training sample is obtained by:

\[
    e = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (j_i - \hat{j}_i)^2}
\]
where $j_1, j_2, j_3$ denote the expected three joint values of the robot arm; $\hat{j}_1, \hat{j}_2, \hat{j}_3$ denote the network’s real output for the three joints. By the time the iterations of the forward LWPR network reach 600, the output error has declined from an initial level of almost 100% to a relatively low level (< 10%), and remains at this level as the number of iterations increases. Regarding the LWPR algorithm, if the network’s output error value is larger than 100%, the network’s output will always be displayed as 100% as shown for the first 30 iterations in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 illustrates the increasing curve of RFs in the reverse network. Compared with the number of RFs in the forward network (Fig. 7), the forward network contains more receptive fields. The forward network has more than 100 fields; in contrast, the reverse network has only 50 fields. The potential reason for this situation is that the reverse network only starts to function when stimuli are not in the central area of the retina-like structure; therefore, the retina-like structure does not require the reverse network to produce very accurate results. In this case, the computational cost of the reverse network is not heavy: only 50 receptive fields are sufficient for the reverse network. Therefore, the retina-like structure is able to reduce the training complexity of the reverse network.

Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the forward network’s output error. Axes $x$ and $y$ in Fig. 10 denote the arm gripper’s position in visual coordination (because the depth information for the retina-like structure is not used, the depth value is ignored in this figure). Axis $z$ denotes the error values, expressed in %. Each input of the forward network contains the three values, $(x, y, z)$; to clearly demonstrate the error distribution, the figure uses only $(x, y)$ values. Another reason to abandon the $z$ value is that Joint, $J_1$, to a small range, so there are only a few number of different $z$ values.

Fig. 10 contains nine stages (a to i). In each stage, the size of the training sample is twice that of the previous phase. By Stage c, the error is already at a very low level. In addition, almost all of the samples are very accurate; only several samples in the boundary area cause higher error. However, this situation cannot be regarded as a defect in the approach since the robotic arm has only a few chances to enter the boundary area; therefore, errors in the boundary cause many inaccurate reaching movements. Moreover, the error falls very quickly at the beginning of the iterations; for example, in Stage d, the value reaches a low level. However, the error is still larger than the expected error threshold; thus, the iterations does not cease until Stage i.

Fig. 11 shows the test results of the reverse network. The reverse network used in this figure went through 44,800 iterations. For the 50 test samples, 96% samples’ error values are less than 0.05; therefore, the network’s performance is acceptable. Figs. 10 and 11 also imply that the reverse network requires only a few iterations to converge. Note that: the training and testing samples in Figs. 10 and 11 exhibit strip-like distributions. In faction, the random spontaneous movements almost cover the entire workspace. However, the pan/tilt system contains a hardware intervene problem; thus, several points in the workspace cannot be fixated by the robot’s visual system. These un-fixated points are not involved in the training or testing samples.

Fig. 12 shows one complete human-like reaching movement. The first row of pictures is taken by a camera, mounted on the top of the entire workspace. The second row of pictures is the robot’s captured images. The bottom row of pictures show the salient objects (indicated by a group of white points within a white square) and the visual central area (indicated by a white circle in each picture). First, an orange ball and a glass bottle are placed in the workspace. The robot can detect only the orange ball. A touch sensor is mounted on top of the arm to replace the orange ball used in the training phase. When the touch sensor detects an object, the robot’s arm will
Fig. 10. The evolution progress of the forward network’s output errors. The progress contains nine stages (a to i), each sub-figure shows the output error of each stage. In Stage d, the more than 90% training sample’s error values are less than 5%.

stop moving. The reaching movement contains the following three steps:

**Step 1:** The robot detects a salience (caused by the orange ball); then, the eye fixates on the salience (the salience is within the central area); and the robot attempts to move its arm towards the salience.

**Step 2:** Because the glass bottle cannot be detected by the robot’s eye, and the bottle is in the arm’s way to the ball, the touch sensor detects the bottle so as to stop the arm. At this moment, the eye is still fixating on the ball (the salience is still within the central area).

**Step 3:** The reverse network is activated, and the eye does not notice the ball any longer. After a saccadic movement, the eye fixates upon the hand; meanwhile, the bottle also appears within the central area of the eye (the salience is outside the central area). Thus, the robot successfully produces a human-like reaching movement, “Stop-to-Fixate.”

In this paper, more complex environments have not been considered yet. For example, the obstacle has various shapes, or is placed in different positions. Such complex environments require more hand-eye coordination movements, so as to perform a more intelligent obstacle-avoidance ability. To achieve this ability, the robot’s retina-like visual system can take use of its central area, in which more visual information of the obstacle is obtained, to determine the shape and boundaries of the obstacle. In addition, retina-like visual system also use the visual system’s inside and outside areas and the forward network to find a new movement trajectory to avoid the object. Such more complex environment situation will deepen this research and exhibit our approach’s capabilities against existing methods. Therefore, this situation leads our further important research.

**B. Discussions and Comparison**

The experimental results described above demonstrate how the robot learns to map from its visual stimuli to its hand and from its hand back to its visual space, as well as how the human-like reaching movements are successfully generated. The experimental observations show that the proposed approach is successful in generating a robot’s reaching ability. It is necessary to compare our system with existing methods. However, it is very difficult to compare the existing work by evaluating each model’s performance indicators; since each robotic hand-eye coordination model consists of different Degrees-of-Freedom, joint accuracy, or network parameters. However, four qualitative facts derived from the key principles of developmental robotics are used to build the comparison, so as to emphasize the main contributions of this paper. The four facts – 1) Hand-eye transformation method; 2) Human
behavioral pattern; 3) Autonomous object-exploring behavior; and 4) Incremental learning – are discussed as follows.

Almost all the existing research on robotic hand-eye coordination fails to mention how to build the mechanism for mapping hand sensorimotor space back to the visual space. Existing research focuses on applying various solutions to solve the non-linear mapping problem for the hand-eye coordination. Our previous work [17] developed a two-dimensional mapping mechanism, which can be expanded to have a certain level of reverse mapping ability. Similarity, Hulse et al.’s research also developed a common spatial reference frame, they claimed the frame supports transformation from the reaching space to the gaze space [28]. However, these work merely focused on two-dimensional reaching and might be very difficult to apply to three-dimensional hand-eye coordination.

In addition, human behavioral pattern is able to bring higher flexibility and better strain capacity to robots, while existing research [48]–[50] only follows robot hand’s trajectories. Humans, recognized as the most evolved species, possess a powerful interaction ability with the natural world. Even several small automatic response movements, sometimes ignored by humans themselves, are generated in a long term evolution. Such automatic response movements protect humans from danger. Therefore, our purpose is to impart human behavioral patterns to a robot so as to enhance the robot’s ability to survive within complex daily life. Our robot’s “Stop-to-Fixate” pattern therefore is to mimic the human automatic response movement; and the robot’s retina-like visual system reduces the computational cost of image processing.

Moreover, in this paper, if a robot does not possess a reverse network, the robot cannot find obstacles. In this case, the robot may lose opportunities to explore obstacle’s properties, such as textures and appearances. Thus, our work is also useful to enable robots to develop an autonomous exploring ability. In addition, if a visual memory is developed into the robotic system, the robot will also own an obstacle-avoid capability.
Furthermore, only a small number of robotic hand-eye coordination models exhibit incremental learning mechanism in their neural network controllers [39], [44], [51]. In contrast, both the forward and reverse neural networks are incremental in this work. These four facts are belonged to the key principles of developmental robotics; several existing work contains only one or two facts within each model [4]. In contrast, our work contains more developmental principles within one system. These comparisons are summarized as in Table III.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a developmental approach was successfully created for a robot to establish sensory-motor relationships between the robot’s visual view and the robot’s hand, so as to obtain the robot’s hand-eye coordination with automatic response actions. Different from existing work, in our approach, a reverse transformation from the robot actuators space to the robot visual space was built. A retina-like visual system was used to obtain saccadic ability. Two LWPR networks were applied to implement the forward and reverse networks. When the training phase was completed, the robot was able to perform reaching movements; meanwhile, the human-like behavioral pattern “Stop-to-Fixate” was also established.

There is still room to improve the present work.

- In particular, the robot’s arm is constrained to a predefined workspace; the joints redundancy problem that may affect the LWPR’s learning results is simplified in the current work. Therefore, further efforts are required to solve the joint redundancy situation.
- In addition, the present work merely applies two LWPR networks to generate the human-like behavioral pattern; however, more human developmental learning approaches, e.g. “Lift-Constrain, Act, and Saturate” method [44], [52] can be incorporated into the work to contain higher human-like intelligence.

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE COMPARISON WITH THE EXISTING APPROACHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options:</th>
<th>Existing approaches:</th>
<th>Our approach:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand-eye transformation method</td>
<td>almost all existing research applied only one channel, except [28]</td>
<td>two channels with bidirectional mapping directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human behavioral pattern</td>
<td>robot’s vision merely follows robot hand’s trajectories [48]–[50]</td>
<td>follows robot’s and trajectories, performs the “Stop-to-Fixate” pattern and contains the human retina-like visual mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous object-exploring behavior</td>
<td>few current research contains this feature</td>
<td>can find obstacles during its movements, and will further guide to develop the object-exploring behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental learning</td>
<td>a small number of models exhibit this feature in learning system [39], [44], [51]</td>
<td>both the forward and reverse neural networks are incremental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, this paper’s work focuses on implementing the reverse network to bring a human-like behavioral pattern when the robot detected an obstacle; however, several important issues like how to deal with the obstacle with different shapes or how to avoid the obstacle are not considered. Therefore, further research on using the human-like behavior patterns to explore and avoid obstacles are required.
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